BROADWAY JUNCTION ENHANCEMENT PROJECT - VAN SINDEREN AVENUE FROM BROADWAY TO FULTON STREET
INCLUDING STREET LIGHTING AND TRAFFIC SIGNAL WORK - BOROUGH OF BROOKLYN

NYC DDC CONTRACT HWK1310
WITNESS: ROBERT CHARLES
PERFETTO CONTRACTING, INC.
BERNSTEIN ASSOCIATES, PHOTOGRAPHERS

PRE-CONSTRUCTION
DATE: 10/8/2014
PHOTO NO. 12225.01.075
DESCRIPTION: TRUXTON ST. SOUTH SIDEWALK > NW

DATE STAMP
LOCATION
BROADWAY JUNCTION ENHANCEMENT PROJECT - VAN SINDEREN AVENUE FROM BROADWAY TO FULTON STREET INCLUDING STREET LIGHTING AND TRAFFIC SIGNAL WORK - BOROUGH OF BROOKLYN

NYC DDC CONTRACT HWK1310
WITNESS: ROBERT CHARLES
PERFETTO CONTRACTING, INC.
BERNSTEIN ASSOCIATES, PHOTOGRAPHERS

PRE-CONSTRUCTION
DATE: 10/8/2014
PHOTO NO. 12225.01.076
DESCRIPTION: CALLAHAN - KELLY PARK RETAINING WALL > SE
BROADWAY JUNCTION ENHANCEMENT PROJECT - VAN SINDEREN AVENUE FROM BROADWAY TO FULTON STREET INCLUDING STREET LIGHTING AND TRAFFIC SIGNAL WORK - BOROUGH OF BROOKLYN

NYC DDC CONTRACT HWK1310
WITNESS: ROBERT CHARLES
PERFETTO CONTRACTING, INC.
BERNSTEIN ASSOCIATES, PHOTOGRAPHERS

PRE-CONSTRUCTION
DATE: 10/8/2014
PHOTO NO. 12225.01.077
DESCRIPTION: CALLAHAN - KELLY PARK STAIR > S